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Arario Gallery Cheonan introduces Space｜Contemplation, the solo exhibition of Korea’s first 

generation hyperrealist artist Lee Sukju (b. 1952) from May 15th to August 12th. This exhibition, 

which is the first occasion to focus exclusively on Lee’s work since 2015, will feature forty-five 

paintings and drawings including his earlier productions from the 1970s to the 1980s such as the 
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Wall and Routine series, with his new large-scale piece Space｜Contemplation at the center.  

Lee has been consistently produced hyperrealist (a style that focuses on photographic, hyper-

realistic depictions) artworks to this day, starting from the late 1970s when atypical abstract 

paintings ruled the art scene in Korea. Whereas American hyperrealist artists in the 1960s and 

1970s captured the abundance of the consumerist society through photographic representation, 

Lee – as the leading figure in Korea’s hyperrealist circle – conveys subjective stories of inner 

contemplation and lyrical sentiments through his unique work wherein the routine and the surreal 

coexist.  

Lee offered critical views on the contemporary lifestyle through his Wall series, and Routine series 

(1970s-‘80s) which describes the urban landscape and its inhabitants, or consists of reassembled 

objects from our actual reality. In the 1990s, with his Space｜Lyric and Space｜Contemplation 

series, he turns his eye inward, signaling an artistic shift. The recurring subject matters from this 

period, such as horses, trains, clocks, old and worn down paper uniformly gesture to Lee’s interest 

in time and existence. The sense of dépaysement, arising from the juxtaposition of natural and 

artificial objects within a shared plane of reference, pushes the viewers to gaze into the internal 

landscape of our minds, situating solitude and futility across the boundaries of the imagined and 

the real, past and present.  

In this solo exhibition, Lee returns to the theme of ‘existence and time’ through large-scale 

paintings of Space｜Contemplation, which has occupied him for the past four to five years. The 

horse image points to a variety of human caricatures, sharing the canvas with old books or 

typesets, while the weathered books or their stray pages transport the viewer to an alternative 

time and space. Most notably, the works in this exhibition visually invoke a number of classic 

Western paintings from the 16th to 20th centuries. The hyperrealistic imitations of original paintings 

by Caravaggio, Rembrandt, Vermeer, and Hopper produce a surrealist feel - presented alongside 

unfamiliar objects, they invite the viewers to contemplate on the human condition. The realistic 

reproductions of books, clocks, and horses, presented together with image fragments of classical 

Western paintings, suggest that we reflect on our existence in a new spatio-temporal plane. Arario 

Gallery hopes that this solo exhibition would illuminate the works of Lee, an artist who has 

persevered in his pursuit of hyperrealism for over forty years, while also calling attention to the 

long-standing tradition of Korea’s hyperrealist art, drawing it out of the Eurocentric legacy in the 

field. 

Lee received his BA and MA in western painting from Hongik University, and offered a total of 
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fifteen solo exhibitions from 1981 to 2015 at venues including Geurorichi_Gallery, Fine Art Center, 

and Sungkok Art Museum. He also presented his works in group exhibitions at the National 

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Seoul Museum of Art, and National Taiwan Museum 

of Fine Arts, and participated in the traveling exhibition of contemporary Korean art. His artwork 

is currently part of permanent collections at major institutions such as the National Museum of 

Modern and Contemporary Art, Seoul Museum of Art, Fukuoka Art Museum, Sungkok Art 

Museum, Ho-Am Art Museum, Daejeon Museum of Art, and Smith College Art Museum (USA). 

Having served as a professor of painting at Sookmyung Women’s University until 2017, he now 

holds an emeritus status.  
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Please mark image copyright as below when using the work images :  

ⓒ LEE Sukju and ARARIO GALLERY 

 

For Further inquiries and requests:  

Exhibition Team | Sojung Kang, Deputy Director M. +82.10.9256.1491 

E. sojung.kang@arariogallery.com 

 

Exhibition Team | Seoyoon Jung, Exhibition and Artist Liaison M. +82.10.9080.3343 

E. seoyoon.jung@arariogallery.com  

http://www.webhard.co.kr/
mailto:seoyoon.jung@arariogallery.com
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[Attachement 1] Installation View 

 

 

Installation View of Space Ι Contemplation at Arario Gallery Cheonan [3F] 

 

 

Installation View of Space Ι Contemplation at Arario Gallery Cheonan [3F] 
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Installation View of Space Ι Contemplation at Arario Gallery Cheonan [4F] 

 

 

Installation View of Space Ι Contemplation at Arario Gallery Cheonan [4F] 
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[Attachment 2] Artist’s CV  

 

LEE Sukju  

 

B.F.A (College of Fine Art, Hong Ik University) 

M.F.A (Graduate school of Hong Ik University) 

 

Group Exhibitions   

 

Inauguration’ZEITGEIST’ (National Museum of Contemporery Art) 

Busan Biennnale (Busan Culture Center) 

Retro ’86-’88 (Soma Museum) 

Korean Painting Now (National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts) 

Asian International Art Exhibition (Asian countries) 

Hyperrealism-deceiving eyes (Seoul Museum of Art) 

30th Anniversary of the Young Korean Artist (National Museum of Contemporary Art)  

Contemporary Art from Korea (EU countries) 

KIAF (Coex) 

Shanghai International Art Exhibition (Shanghai, China) 

Korean Hyperrealism Scene (Seongnam Arts Center)  

Seoul Art Exhibitiion (Seoul Museum of Art) 

ART EXPO NEW YORK (New York, USA) 

Contemporary Korean Art (Moroco) 

ARCO (Spain) 

Draw (Seoul Museum of Art) 

Reality and the other side (National Museum of Contemporary Art) 

Existence and Illusion (Gwangju Art Museum) 

Korea Art 2001-The Reinstatement of Painting (National Museum of Contemporary Art) 

Illusion and Reality-Hyperrealism Painting in Korea and America (Samsung Museum of Modern Art) 

 

Collected by 

 

 

National Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul Museum of Art, Fukuoka City Museum, Seonggok 

Museum, Moran Museum, Daeyu Culture Foundation, Hoam Museum, Daejeon City Museum, 

Smith College Museum 
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Present 

 

Professor Emeritus,  College of Fine Arts, Sookmyung University 


